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ABSTRACT One of the most crucial problems in the field of business is financial forecasting. Many
companies are interested in forecasting their incoming financial status in order to adapt to the current
financial and business environment to avoid bankruptcy. In this work, due to the effectiveness of Deep
Learning methods with respect to classification tasks, we compare the performance of three well-known
Deep Learning methods (Long-Short TermMemory, Deep Belief Network and Multilayer Perceptron model
of 6 layers) with three bagging ensemble classifiers (Random Forest, Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest
Neighbor) and two boosting ensemble classifiers (Adaptive Boosting and Extreme Gradient Boosting) in
companies’ financial failure prediction. Because of the inherent nature of the problem addressed, three
extremely imbalanced datasets of Spanish, Taiwanese and Polish companies’ data have been considered in
this study. Thus, five oversampling balancing techniques, two hybrid balancing techniques (oversampling-
undersampling) and one clustering-based balancing technique have been applied to avoid data inconsistency
problem. Considering the real financial data complexity level and type, the results show that the Multilayer
Perceptron model of 6 layers, in conjunction with SMOTE-ENN balancing method, yielded the best
performance according to the accuracy, recall and type II error metrics. In addition, Long-Short Term
Memory and ensemble methods obtained also very good results, outperforming several classifiers used in
previous studies with the same datasets.

INDEX TERMS Economic forecasting, classification algorithms, machine learning, deep learning, data
balancing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of bankruptcy prediction has attracted the atten-
tion of researchers since the Crash of 1929 [1]. The effects of
bankruptcy on a company are of great significance, as they
affect a large number of stakeholders, including workers,
creditors and suppliers, and eventually, even entire countries.
Machine Learning (ML), and more recently Deep Learning
(DL) [2], have gained the interest of researchers in the finan-
cial area. More organizations are interested in collecting this
important analytical information. However, the data related
to the companies’ financial status are inherently imbalanced,
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since the bankruptcy is relatively uncommon in real life [3].
Several studies have been focused on addressing the lack of
patterns of minority classes, such as bankrupt companies in
our problem, because it is dramatically affecting the classi-
fiers, causing a decrease in their reliability and performance.
The reason is that those methods tend to build a model to
predict the majority class. Thus, many balancing techniques
have been proposed in order to solve this problem, using their
own criteria to balance the data. We have considered the most
appropriate and relevant and applied them to financial data.

Moreover, this work aims to advance the research line
on bankruptcy prediction that started in [4], in which we
compared the performance of several ‘classic’ classifiers,
namely: RandomForest (RF), Naïve Bayes, and J48 to predict
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Spanish companies’ financial status. As previously said,
the dataset used in that study was extremely imbalanced, so,
three balancing techniques (random undersampling, random
oversampling and hybrid undersampling-oversampling tech-
niques) were used to avoid the inconsistency problem. Later,
in [5], in order to improve the performance of J48, KNN
andMLP (Multilayer Perceptron) classifiers, these classifiers
were combined with simple deterministic Delay Line Reser-
voir (DLR) [6] status space. Thus, DLR improved the per-
formance of the classifiers regarding predicting companies’
financial status compared to using normal ensemble voting
or standalone classifiers.

Also, in this research line, several oversampling techniques
were analyzed in order to solve the inconsistency problem.
In [7], C4.5 decision tree was used to predict the financial
status of Spanish companies. The results showed how the
SMOTE-ENN (Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique
with Edited Nearest Neighbor) balancing technique obtained
superior results according to the metrics used for the perfor-
mance evaluation.

This paper aims to go a step further, using more advanced
classification methods to improve on previous results. To this
aim, we have considered DL techniques [8]. DL is a sub-field
of ML, whose methods are achieving outstanding success
compared to classical ML algorithms in many applications,
especially with big data. We have chosen these advanced
classification methods since their proven high performance
was also reached when dealing with financial data [9]–[12].

Thus, in this study several DL methods, i.e., Deep Belief
Network (DBN) [13], Multilayer Perceptron model of 6 Lay-
ers (MLP-6L) [14] and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
[15], have been considered to predict companies’ financial
failure. In addition, we have also applied three bagging [16]
based ensemble methods, i.e, Random Forest (RF) [17], Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) [18] and K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) [19], as well as two boosting based ensemble meth-
ods, i.e, Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) [20] and eXtreme
Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) [21], given their good achieve-
ment in several classification problems shown in the liter-
ature. It is noteworthy that RF was the best method in the
context of financial data in our previous paper [4].

Therefore, each of the selected DL classifiers belongs to a
different type of neural network, aiming to ‘cover’ the search
space in different ways. Thus,MLP-6L is a feed-forward neu-
ral network, LSTM is a recurrent neural network, and DBN
is a greedily learning stochastic neural network comprised of
directed and undirected layers. On the other hand, in order
to improve the performance of SVM and KNN, we consider
both of them as ensemble models using the bagging tech-
nique, whereas RF is an ensemble of decision trees based
on bagging. In addition, to making the comparison scope
wider, we propose using AdaBoost and XGBoost which are
boosting methods. This selection aims to compare different
types of approaches that can lead to the identification of ’the
best scheme’.

Accordingly, the performance of these methods when
working with three complicated financial datasets, consist-
ing of real data with a highly imbalanced ratio will be
tested. Thus, real Spanish, Taiwanese and Polish companies’
datasets have been considered in order to evaluate the effi-
ciency of the methods to predict the companies’ financial
failure. As previously mentioned, bankruptcy is rare in the
real data, so the datasets that we have used in this study are
extremely imbalanced. The major differences between these
datasets are the complexity level and the data type’s diversity.
The Spanish companies’ dataset is a combination of nominal
and numerical attributes values, and contains financial and
non-financial data. On the other hand, the Taiwanese and
Polish companies’ datasets are more complicated accord-
ing to the number of attributes and records. The Taiwanese
dataset contains the largest number of attributes, while the
Polish dataset contains the largest number of samples. Both
of them contain only numerical financial attributes. These
major differences could affect the behavior of the classifiers
and the results. In addition, it might lead to making more
accurate decisions about the most appropriate classifier to
predict companies’ financial failure.

To handle the data inconsistent distribution problem,
eight advanced balancing techniques from the literature
have been applied in the preprocessing stage, namely,
SMOTE (SyntheticMinority Oversampling TEchnique) [22],
BL-SMOTE (Borderline SMOTE) [23], SMOTE-ENN [24],
K-means SMOTE [25], SMOTE-NC (SMOTE Nominal-
Continuous) [22], SMOTE-Tomek (SMOTE with Tomek
links) [24], SVM-SMOTE (Support Vector Machine with
SMOTE) [26] and ADASYN (ADaptive SYNthetic sampling
approach) [27]. These resampling techniques significantly
enhance the behavior of the classifiers, i.e., they dramati-
cally decrease the classifiers’ minority class misclassifica-
tion. Thus, they had been utilized by several researchers to
solve the data inconsistency problem [7], [9]–[11], [28].

Generally, data balancing can be done using one of the
following methods: Oversampling, Hybrid Oversampling-
Undersampling and Clustering-based techniques. Thus,
the techniques selected for this study cover these three data
preparation procedures in order to study their influence on the
classifiers’ performance. The aim is to get to a final decision
about the best ‘DL/Data balancing’ combination to address
this financial problem.

Finally, the performance of the proposed methods cannot
be evaluated by just considering the usual accuracymeasure,
since in extremely imbalanced data, this is not a reliable
value, i.e., the minority class could always be misclassified
and the accuracy will be very high. Due to this fact, besides
accuracy, we have considered recall, specificity, precision,
type I error and type II error as metrics to evaluate the perfor-
mance of all classifiers. Recall and type II error represent each
model’s bankruptcy hit and misclassification rates. Speci-
ficity and type I error is the solvency hit and misclassification
rates. The precision metric shows the performance of each
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model with respect to predicting the correct status for each
company.

In other words, as aforementioned, due to the importance
of the prior knowledge about companies’ financial failure to
stakeholders, creditors and suppliers, we discuss the use of
DL methods as robust tools that could yield very high perfor-
mance in predicting companies’ financial failure compared to
standard ML methods. The major problem with bankruptcy
real datasets is the inconsistent distribution, which badly
affects the reliability of classifiers and strongly raises the
need for using balancing techniques. Thus, DL methods
with advanced balancing techniques could show outstanding
results regarding bankruptcy prediction and outperforming
many methods addressed in the literature. On the other hand,
the performance of solvent companies’ prediction is also an
important issue when data balancing is applied, since both
classes have a comparable amount of samples (i.e., it is almost
similarly hard to predict each class). Moreover this forecast-
ing contributes to improving the overall performance of the
classifiers, and helps to make a reliable judging about the
companies’ financial status. Given this, DL algorithms could
reach very high performance in the prediction of solvent
companies as well.

Thus, the main contributions of our work are summarized
as follows:

• We conduct a complete analysis on the performance of a
wide amount of classification techniques working with
three real datasets, one of them only available to the
authors (the Spanish companies’ data).

• The study included different DL methods as solid alter-
natives outperforming several ensemble classification
methods utilized to predict companies’ financial failure
in the state of the art. This is an advance over our
previous works, in which no DL methods were applied.

• We present a novel comparison between three different
DL methods, i.e., DBN, LSTM and MLP-6L, and five
ensemble classifiers, i.e., RF, SVM, KNN, AdaBoost
and XGBoost, in predicting companies’ financial fail-
ure.

• Given the scarcity of financially failed companies in the
real world, the real companies’ datasets are extremely
imbalanced. Thus, we discuss the impact of several
advanced balancing techniques on the DL and ensem-
ble classifiers’ behaviors, concluding the most highly
recommended technique to improve the reliability of all
classifiers’ predictions in this situation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first,
we describe related works that use ML (including DL) meth-
ods to predict companies’ financial status using balanced and
imbalanced data. After this, the datasets used are described
in Section III. Then, the classification algorithms compared
are described in detail in Section IV, whereas the data bal-
ancing techniques are introduced in Section V. Section VI
describes the experimental setup and considered metrics. The
experiments’ procedures and obtained results are presented

and analyzed in Section VII. Best approaches are compared
with previous algorithms reported in the state of the art in
Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes and summarizes
the findings and provides directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS
Financial failure prediction is a critical matter that occupies
the efforts of many researchers, since an inaccurate deci-
sion about the companies’ financial status could cause costly
financial losses. Mostly, the prediction of companies’ finan-
cial status could be done using statistical techniques such
as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Multi-Discriminant
Analysis (MDA) and Logistic Regression (LR or Logit); or
by ML algorithms [29]. In the sixties, Altman [30] used
MDA to predict companies’ financial status using their finan-
cial statements. Later, Ohlson [31] adopted Logit to predict
companies’ financial failure. Brozyna et al. [32] used LDA
and LR to predict the financial status of Polish and Slo-
vak companies. Jones and Hensher [33] proposed a mixed
Logit model, and compared it with a standard Logit model
in predicting companies financial distress, proving that the
mixed Logit model yields better results than the standard one.
More recently, several researchers have compared the statis-
tical techniques with ML techniques on forecasting compa-
nies’ financial failure. For instance, Pompe and Feelders [34]
compared the performance of LDA with classification trees
and neural networks in this problem, and proved that neural
networks outperform the rest of methods. Min and Lee [35]
compared SVM,MDA, Logit and three-layer fully connected
back-propagation neural networks regarding bankruptcy pre-
diction, with SVM obtaining the best results. However,
in recent studies, ML algorithms showed better performance
than the statistical models concerning bankruptcy predic-
tion [35]. For this reason, many researchers have considered
it as a classification problem, and have applied standard ML
classification or regression methods for prediction [4], [10],
[36]–[38].

In addition, some researchers combined several ML algo-
rithms in order to improve the efficiency of the companies’
financial failure prediction. Fedorova et al. [12] applied sev-
eral combinations of RBF (Radial Basis Function) network
and MLP in order to predict Russian companies’ bankruptcy,
applied to a balanced dataset (2906 samples) from all the
available data. Iturriaga and Sanz [39] combined MLP and
SOM (Self-Organized Maps) in order to predict US banks’
financial failure up to three years before it occurs. Another
balanced dataset of 754 samples was used by Lanbouri and
Achchab [40], who proposed a hybrid model (DBN and
SVM) to predict French companies’ financial distress from
a balanced dataset of 966 samples. However, the authors of
these works used just one relatively small dataset to evaluate
the performance of the proposed combinations of algorithms.

Datasets considered for bankruptcy prediction datasets are
not usually balanced, as only a small percentage of companies
go bankrupt in real life. Due to this reason, it is neces-
sary to rely on data balancing techniques. SMOTE and its
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variants have been applied in several works. For instance,
Kim et al. [41] used it in combination with their Geometric
Mean based Boosting (GMBoost) algorithm and obtained
very good results. Islam et al. [38] also applied SMOTE to
resample an extremely imbalanced dataset in the preprocess-
ing stage, showing an improvement in the performance of
the 13 classification and regression algorithms compared.
SMOTE was also used in [28], in a combination with dif-
ferent classical classification methods. The author discusses
the ideal circumstances to use several balancing techniques,
and also the advantages of considering different datasets
(Japanese and American companies in this case) to under-
stand how the methods behave in this kind of problems.
Because of this, we have also considered more than one
dataset in order to improve our insights.

SMOTE variants have been compared as well. Le et al. [10]
discussed the impact of using different balancing techniques,
including the SMOTE variants, on Korean companies’
bankruptcy prediction performance. Four classification mod-
els were applied to predict the financial status, namely;
RF, Decision tree, MLP and SVM. The dataset treated
was extremely imbalanced, so, five balancing techniques
were tested: the SMOTE variants (SMOTE, BL-SMOTE,
SMOTE-ENN, SMOTE-Tomek) and ADASYN. Further-
more, the classification models were applied to the data
before and after balancing. RF outperformed the other models
in both cases, but using RF with SMOTE-ENN obtained the
best results. Consequently, as RF was the superior classifier
in that study, we have also adopted RF to predict companies’
financial failure, besides other DL and ensemble methods,
as previously stated.

On the other hand, according to the positive impact of
the data balancing methods shown in the literature, SMOTE,
BL-SMOTE, SMOTE-ENN, SMOTE-Tomek and ADASYN
have been utilized in our study in order to address the data
balancing issue.

One of the motivations of our study is to use DL algorithms
as very powerful tools to predict companies’ financial failure.
Indeed, there are not many studies that apply DL methods
to predict companies’ financial failure using companies’ real
data.

Jang et al. [9] compared LSTM, Feed-forward neural net-
work and SVM regarding predicting Business Failure relying
on listed US construction contractors. The same authors [11]
also proposed a model based on LSTM to predict the business
failure probability from one to three years using accounting,
construction market and macroeconomic variables. More-
over, the SMOTE-Tomek balancing technique was used as
a data preprocessing stage in both works, obtaining bet-
ter results than using only the accounting variables. There-
fore, after a second successful application of LSTM and
SMOTE-Tomek in the literature, we decided to use these
methods in our work and compare their performance to other
DL methods and balancing techniques.

Following a different approach, some researchers used
financial data as a graphical representation. Yeh et al. [42],

predicted companies financial status using DBN, the return
of stock markets for solvent and bankrupt companies were
presented as binary images and then were utilized in order to
train the models. They proved that DBN outperforms SVM
classical classification method. Also, Hosaka [43] proposed
a method based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to
predict bankruptcy using Japanese stock market data repre-
sented as a grayscale image. Moreover, the proposed method
obtained the optimum results compared to classical and other
DL classification methods.

With respect to the datasets considered here, the Span-
ish companies’ dataset has been used as a test-bed in pre-
vious works. In the first work [44], it was used to train
and compare different neural network architectures. Later,
Alfaro-Cid et al. [45] combined MLP with genetic program-
ming to predict financial book losses. This dataset has gained
attention recently. Jawazneh et al. [4] compared the perfor-
mance of three classical classifiers (RF, Naïve Bayes and
J48), in conjunction with three simple balancing techniques.
RF outperformed the rest of the classifiers, obtaining the best
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.

This dataset has also been used to compare different com-
binations of balancing techniques and classification methods.
For example, [5] used DLR and MLP, in combination with
SMOTE, while [7] used only C4.5 as a classification method,
but compared 11 balancing techniques, where SMOTE-ENN
obtained the best results. Recently, [46] discovered that the
combination of SMOTE and AdaBoost guaranteed promising
results compared with basic and ensemble classifiers, as well
as using five different Feature Selection approaches. In that
study, AdaBoost showed higher performance than the rest
of the classifiers applied to the imbalanced dataset without
using data resampling techniques, but it did not provide
a considerable alternative to use the balancing techniques.
Finally, [36] compared the performance of combining three
cost-sensitivemethods, with several ensemble classifiers. The
combination of RF with cost-sensitive classification methods
outperformed the rest. Our work presents a further step in
this state of the art by utilizing advanced DL methods and
balancing techniques to be compared using this dataset.

However, as aforementioned, dealing with only one dataset
may not be enough to reach firm and reliable conclusions.
For this reason, we also have used the dataset described
in [47]. Data from Polish companies that went bankrupt
between 2007 and 2013, and from companies that continued
to operate between 2000 and 2012, were used to create an
extremely imbalanced dataset. In the same work, the Polish
companies’ dataset was used to compare several classifiers’
performance with a novel approach that applies EXtreme
Gradient Boosting (EXGB) for learning an ensemble of deci-
sion trees, obtaining significant results with respect to the
referenced methods they applied, such as J48, RF, SVM and
AdaBoost.

Moreover, we also consider the dataset faced in [48].
The authors studied the impact of combining the Financial
Ratios (FRs) and Corporate Governance Indicators (CGIs) on
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the classifiers’ performance in predicting Taiwanese compa-
nies’ financial status. The problem of the inconsistent data
distribution was solved by selecting a balanced subset using
stratified sampling method. The selected subset contained
239 records for bankrupt companies and another 239 records
for solvent companies. Thus, five well-known classifiers
were compared, i.e., SVM, KNN, CART, MLP and Naïve
Bayes. Then, combining the FRs and the CGIs improved the
performance of the classifiers, Stepwise Discriminant Anal-
ysis (SDA) Feature Selection method with SVM obtained the
best results.

We have considered three datasets in our study in order to
evaluate the performance of the classifiers more accurately.
Themain differences between these datasets are the complex-
ity level and the type of data, given that the Spanish dataset is
the simplest and the Polish dataset is the most complicated.
In addition, we can compare the performance of our methods
with those reported in [47] and [48], in which the same Polish
and Taiwanese companies’ datasets were considered.

As far as we know, there are no attempts in the literature to
compare DL methods (DBN, MLP and LSTM) with ensem-
ble methods (RF, SVM, KNN, AdaBoost and XGBoost) to
solve this type of classification problem, even with extremely
imbalanced datasets. Thus, in this paper, three different
types of balancing techniques used in previous works, have
been applied: oversampling (SMOTE, Borderline SMOTE,
SMOTE-NC, SVM-SMOTE and ADAYSN), combination of
undersampling-oversampling techniques (SMOTE-ENN and
SMOTE-Tomek), and clustering-based balancing (K-means
SMOTE).

III. DATASETS CONSIDERED
As stated, in this study the problem of predicting companies’
financial failure using Spanish, Taiwanese and Polish com-
panies’ data has been addressed as a classification problem.
The Spanish companies’ dataset was obtained from Infotel
database, a company devoted to gathering information in
several domains about companies in Spain. A combination
of financial and non-financial real data from 471 companies
in Spain during six years (1998 to 2003) has been used.
In addition, the Spanish companies dataset used in this work
includes particular domain attributes utilized in order to find
out whether a company is bankrupt or solvent. It includes
2859 instances, where each one of them consists of 39 inde-
pendent categorical and numerical variables. In this work,
33 variables have been adopted after eliminating irrelevant
attributes (such as internal codes). Thus, 27 of the attributes
are numeric, whereas the remaining attributes are categorical.
Every instance describes a company for one year, and it
contains Bankruptcy attribute to mention the financial status
of that company. Table 1 shows the independent variables
used from the Spanish companies’ dataset after eliminating
the unnecessary variables.

The Spanish companies’ dataset is extremely imbalanced,
2797 records (98%) represent the majority class (solvent
companies) and the remaining 62 records (2%) represent the

minority class (bankrupt ones). Thus, this situation creates
a challenge for the classifiers to work properly; since they
always tend to take the easiest way which is predicting the
majority class.

However, limiting this study to a single dataset may not
be sufficient to understand the differences in the techniques
compared. That’s why we have also considered Taiwanese
and Polish companies datasets to predict bankruptcy, given
their differences with the Spanish companies’ dataset, par-
ticularly, the complexity level and data types. The Tai-
wanese dataset is more complex than the Spanish one, and
the Polish dataset is the most complex of them all. The
Taiwanese companies’ dataset was collected from the Tai-
wan Economic Journal over 10 years (1999 to 2009) and
it contains 6819 records in total: 6599 records of solvent
companies (97%), and the rest corresponding to bankrupt
companies (220 records). Besides, it is comprised of 95 finan-
cial attributes. However, the companies in this dataset were
selected according to two conditions, i.e., the information
of each company should be available three years before the
decision about its financial status, and the size of each com-
pany should match with quite enough companies to com-
pare. On the other hand, the decision about each company’s
financial status is based mainly on Taiwan’s stock exchange
business regulations. Further information about this dataset is
available in [48].

With respect to the Polish companies’ dataset, it contains
real data collected from Emerging Markets Information Ser-
vice (EMIS), but focused on enterprises of that country. EMIS
is a database comprised of information about emerging mar-
kets around the world. It is important to note that the bankrupt
Polish companies’ data was collected from 2007 to 2013, and
the solvent companies’ data refer to 2007 to 2012.

This dataset is also extremely imbalanced; the total amount
of samples is 10,000, of which 203 are bankrupt (2.03%) and
9797 samples belong to solvent companies (97.97%). In addi-
tion, it has 64 numerical financial attributes, and there are
not categorical values. More information about this dataset
is available in [47]. It can be downloaded from the Kaggle
ML community web.1

Thus, in the paper we consider these three datasets in order
to compare the performance of three different DL methods
and five different ensemble approaches, facing the financial
failure prediction. The proposed methods are described in
detail in Section IV.

Moreover, in order to deal with the extreme imbalanced sit-
uation in the datasets, several data balancing techniques have
been applied in a preprocessing step, described in Section V.

IV. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS COMPARED
In this section, three different types of advanced DL algo-
rithms, three bagging ensemble and two boosting ensemble
methods, which have proven their effectiveness concerning
classification tasks, are presented.

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/companies-bankruptcy-forecast
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TABLE 1. Spanish companies’ dataset: financial and non-financial independent variables.

As previously explained, the DL algorithms used (DBN,
MLP-6L and LSTM) have been selected as representatives of
different types of neural networks, while the ensemble meth-
ods (RF, SVM, KNN, AdaBoost and XGBoost) have shown
high performance in classification problems in the literature;
the RF achieved the best performance in our previous work.

A. DEEP BELIEF NETWORK (DBN)
DBN is a stochastic DLmethod proposed byHinton et al. [13]
in 2006, consisting of several-stacked Restricted Boltzmann
Machines (RBM). RBM is an energy-based generative model
composed of two layers, visible units and hidden units, where
all units are fully bidirectional connected with symmetric
weights between layers. As shown in Figure 1, a DBN con-
sists of several stacked RBMs, where the hidden layer of the
lower RBM represents the visible layer of the upper RBM,
the links between the top two layers are undirected and the
links between the remaining layers are directed. In addition,
DBN trains greedily; each RBM trains unsupervised on a
time. Therefore, the results of each RBM represent the input
of the higher RBM, and the final results are fine-tuned with
supervised learning.

Every hidden layer is modeled as hi a binary random
vector with elements hij. Thus, Equations 1 and 2 parameterize
the whole DBN model and each hidden layer probabilities,

respectively,

P(V , h1, . . . h`) = P(V |h1)P(h1|h2).P(h` − 1|h`) (1)

P(hi|hi+1) =
ni∏
j=1

P(hij|h
i+1) (2)

Also, with hij as a stochastic units and 1 as binary activa-
tion, Equation 3 represents the probability of each stochastic
hidden unit.

P(hij = 1|hi+1) = sigm
(
bij +

ni+1∑
k=1

W i
jkh

i+1
k

)
(3)

sigm(x) = 1/(1+ exp(−x)) (4)

The normal sigmoid (Equation 4) represents the activation
function, bij are the biases, W i is the weights matrix. Each
RBM follows equation 2 and equation 3 respectively in order;
upward from bottom to top [49].

B. LONG-SHORT TERM MEMORY (LSTM)
LSTM is a specific type of Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) that was proposed by Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber in [15]. The essential unit of LSTM is a cell that
replaces the hidden layer neurons of the RNN, and each cell
is configured mainly by three gates: input gate, output gate
and forget gate as shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 1. The structure of three hidden layers DBN (three RBMs).

FIGURE 2. The structure of an LSTM memory cell [50].

LSTM architecture gives it the possibility to make a deci-
sion whether to forget or update the last hidden status with
new information.

The following six equations describe the information pro-
cessing steps of LSTM [50]:

ft = σ (Wf xt + Uf ht−1 + bf ) (5)

it = σ (Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi) (6)

c̃t = tanh(Wcxt + Ucht−1 + bc) (7)

ct = it
⊙

c̃t + ft
⊙

ct−1 (8)

ot = σ (Woxt + Uoht−1 + Voct + bo) (9)

ht = ot
⊙

tanh(ct ) (10)

where t represents the time unit, ft is the forget gate, it is the
input gate, ot is the output gate, W∗ and U∗ are the weight
matrices, b∗ are bias vectors, xt is an input vector. Also, ct
represents the memory status vector, and ht is the hidden
status vector output obtained from ct . in addition, σ is the

FIGURE 3. The structure of general three layers MLP.

sigmoid function, c̃ is the input modulation, ht is the output
and

⊙
is a point-wise multiplication.

Therefore, in the first step of the LSTM process (Equa-
tion 5), the sigmoid function identifies the information that
will be discarded according to its value. This step represents
the forget gate procedure. The second step (Equations 6, 7
and 8) consists on placing the decision to update the informa-
tion from the input according the sigmoid and tanh functions
values. In other words, sigmoid makes the decision to update
the information or discard the update, tanh obtain the value of
weights, then the new cell state set by multiplying the values
of the sigmoid and the tanh. In the final step (Equations 9
and 10) the output will be obtained by relying on the filtered
version of the cell state.

C. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON WITH 6 LAYERS (MLP-6L)
MLP is a feed-forward neural network, usually applied on
supervised learning tasks, based on back-propagation learn-
ing [14]. It consists of a neural network with input, output
and one ormore parallel hidden layers. The architecture of the
MLP is described as a fully interconnected network, as shown
in Figure 3. However, increasing the number of the hidden
layers transforms the MLP from classical learning method
into a DL method [51]. In this study, a MLP model with four
hidden layers has been used, so, there are six layers in total
and thus, we refer to it as MLP-6L.

Each processing unit on each layer is connected with the
whole units in the following layer by weighted connections
[14], [52]. Also, the input values represent the information
fed forward into the network. The processing of the infor-
mation in the hidden units depends on the input information
and the weight value of each input-hidden unit connection.
Accordingly, the information obtained by the output units
depends on the values of the hidden units and the weight
value of each hidden-output units connection [52]. The MLP
training is developed gradually in several stages: in each
stage, the output units obtained results are compared with the
real data allocated in the training data, then an error signal is
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FIGURE 4. The structure of RF.

used to enhance the MLP expectation in the further stages
in order to achieve almost identical values gradually [52].
The activation function that obtains the MLP output(hj) is
described in Equation 11 [14],

hj = f
(∑

i

xiwij + b
)
, (11)

where f () is the activation function, xi is the activation of ith
hidden layer unit, wij is the weight of the connection joining
the jth neuron in a layer with the ith neuron in the previous
layer, and b is the bias for the neuron.

Also, Equation 12 describes the error function that can be
reduced by enhancing layers interconnection

E =
1
2

∑
n

∑
k

(tnk − h
n
k )

2, (12)

where tnk is the calculated output, h
n
k is the actual output value,

n is the number of sample and k is the number of output units.

D. RANDOM FOREST (RF)
Random forest (RF) is an ensemble classification method
developed by Breiman [17] in 2001. It is based on the cre-
ation of different decision trees from different subsets of
the original dataset. Usually, the bootstrapping method is
used to create these datasets, while the different trees are
created using C4.5 (a benchmark decision tree algorithm that
stands mainly on entropy and gained values). The RF final
classification results are the majority voting of these subtrees.

Figure 4 describes the architecture of RF model.

E. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)
SVM is one of the most popular supervised ML algorithms
proposed mainly for binary classification and regression
problems by Cortes and Vapnik in [18]. Basically, it finds
the proper separating hyperplane that maximizes the margin
in the features space between the two classes. On the other
hand, it is not mandatory that the data is linearly separable,

thus, to avoid some complex calculations, kernel functions
(such as Linear, Polynomial, Sigmoid and Gaussian Radial
Basis function (RBF)) are used as a hyperparameter aiming
to allocate the separating hyperplanes [53].

In addition, to improve the classification performance,
we consider the SVM in this study as an ensemble model
applying bagging [16]. This uses the bootstrapping method
in order to create several subsets from the original dataset,
and implements the model several times independently and
aggregating the ensemble model’s final results using majority
voting.

F. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR (KNN)
KNN is another widely used non-parametric ML algorithm
proposed by Cover and Hart in [19]. It decides about the
class label of each sample according to the similarity with
its closest neighbors. Several distance algorithms (Such as
Euclidean,Mahalanobis,Minkowski and Hamming) could be
used to measure the similarity between samples [54].

Also, to avoid the confusion during the class assignment,
the value of K is set to an odd number. In this study, we pro-
pose KNN as an ensemble model using the bagging method.

G. ADAPTIVE BOOST (AdaBoost)
AdaBoost is an iterative ensemble ML algorithm that applies
its base classifiers in a sequence based on boosting, a tech-
nique that combines a set of ‘weak’ learners applied sequen-
tially for developing a ‘strong’ learner [20]. In other words,
AdaBoost applies the base classifier (normally a Decision
Tree) several times iteratively. In the first iteration of the
model, the weights are set equally to all samples, and in
the remaining iterations, the weights increase for the mis-
classified samples and decrease for the correctly classified
samples in the previous iterations in order to improve the
overall performance of the model. The final results are the
combination of the ensemble classifiers predictions using
weighted majority voting [55].

H. EXTREME GRADIENT BOOSTING (XGBoost)
XGBoost is a relatively new ensemble boosting ML method
proposed by Chen and Guestrin in [21]. The procedure of
XGBoost is based mainly on Gradient Boosting but with fur-
ther steps in order to improve the performance of predictions
by controlling the overfitting using regularization. The base
learner used in XGBoost is Classification And Regression
Trees (CART). The final result is the sum of the CARTs’
scores.

V. BALANCING TECHNIQUES APPLIED
In order to improve the performance and the reliability of
the classifiers, it is essential to balance the datasets used for
training, by either oversampling, undersampling or a mixture
of both. Oversampling is the procedure of increasing the
amount of the minority class instances, for instance repli-
cating some of the existing samples (called random over-
sampling) or generating synthetic ones. On the other hand,
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undersampling is the procedure to decrease the amount of
the majority class instances, usually by removing random
ones or following any other criterion to decide which ones to
eliminate [56].

In this section, three different types of balancing
techniques are presented, i.e., Oversampling (SMOTE,
BL-SMOTE, SVM-SMOTE, ADASYN and SMOTE-NC),
Hybrid Undersampling-Oversampling (SMOTE-ENN and
SMOTE-TOMEK) and a clustering-based balancing tech-
nique (K-means SMOTE). These techniques have been cho-
sen specifically due to the variety of their procedures in order
to analyze their effects on the performance of the studied DL
methods and RF algorithm.

1) SYNTHETIC MINORITY OVERSAMPLING TECHNIQUE
(SMOTE)
SMOTE is a more advanced technique than random oversam-
pling. Instead, it generates new instances depending on the
nearest neighbors of each instance in the minority class, by a
combination of their features [22]. Many modifications have
been made since its proposal.

2) BORDERLINE SMOTE (BL-SMOTE)
It is another oversampling technique based on the standard
SMOTE, but targeting only the borderline minority class
instances, that is, the ones closer to the line separating the
data of two classes [23].

3) SMOTE WITH EDITED NEAREST NEIGHBOR (SMOTE-ENN)
This is a balancingmethod combining the oversampling using
SMOTE and the undersampling using ENN. The ENN step
calculates the nearest k neighbors of each instance, and if
most neighbors are of a different class, it eliminates the
instance [24].

4) K-MEANS SMOTE
It is a combination of clustering and oversampling, based
on generating minority class samples, with SMOTE, only
in safe and crucial areas. These areas are the clusters,
calculated with K-Means, with a high ratio of minority
observations [25].

5) SMOTE NOMINAL-CONTINUOUS (SMOTE-NC)
It is a variation designed in order to handle datasets consisting
of nominal and continuous data. The categories of a newly
generated sample are decided by picking the most frequent
category of the nearest neighbors, instead of creating a syn-
thetic continuous value for that feature [22].

6) SMOTE WITH TOMEK LINKS (SMOTE-TOMEK)
In this method, Tomek links are used to clean the overlap
between classes, by detecting noise or border instances, and
therefore establishing well-defined clusters in the dataset.
Oversampling is performed with SMOTE as the name sug-
gests [24].

7) SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE WITH SMOTE (SVM-SMOTE)
In this case, SVM is applied in order to approximate the
decision boundary and borderline. Then, for the instances
far away from the borderline, an extrapolation technique is
used to generate minority class instances. On the other hand,
for the instances closer to the borderline an interpolation
technique similar to SMOTE is used to generate the minority
instances [26].

8) ADAPTIVE SYNTHETIC SAMPLING APPROACH (ADASYN)
ADASYN uses a weighted distribution for different samples
of the minority class according to their level of learning diffi-
culty. That is, more synthetic data is generated for the samples
of minority classes that are more difficult to learn [27].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
As stated before, we aim to predict companies’ financial fail-
ure considering it as a classification problem. Accordingly,
due to the high attainment of DL algorithms regarding classi-
fication, we are comparing the performance of three different
types of DL methods, i.e., DBN, MLP-6L and LSTM, and
five well-known (and very effective) ensemble classification
methods, i.e., RF, SVM, KNN, AdaBoost and XGBoost;
looking for the best classifier with respect to the problem
addressed.

The methods are compared by considering a set of evalu-
ation metrics rather than just computing the usual ‘accuracy’
measure, due to the high imbalance existing in the datasets.
These are described in Subsection VI-A.

In this regard, and previously to the application of the
algorithms, it is mandatory to address the existing data incon-
sistency problem, in order to improve the classification per-
formance. To this end, several advanced data resampling
techniques have been applied to balance the datasets con-
sidered. They aim to enhance the classification performance
by increasing the minority class instances and decreasing
the majority class instances (depending on each balancing
technique procedure).

Table 2 presents the majority and the minority classes’
distribution in the three datasets before and after the data
balancing step.

As shown in the table, the oversampling and the
clustering-based techniques, i.e., SMOTE, BL-SMOTE,
ADASYN, SMOTE-NC and K-Means SMOTE, generated
balanced datasets that contain almost the same percentage for
both classes (50% of samples of themajority class and 50% of
minority class instances). ADASYNgeneratedmoreminority
class instances compared to the other oversampling methods,
depending on the minority data distribution density. There-
fore, it generates more synthetic samples in the case of low
data distribution density. On the other hand, SVM-SMOTE
generated less balanced datasets (32% of the minority class
and 68% of the majority class instances), so, this will model a
more realistic situation for the problem (with less ‘artificial’
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TABLE 2. The distribution of the majority and minority classes in the Spanish, the Taiwanese and the Polish companies’ datasets before and after
resampling using each balancing technique. Note that SMOTE-NC does not apply on the Taiwanese nor on the Polish datasets, since they have no
categorical variables.

information added), this could have a negative effect on the
results obtained by the classifiers.

The hybrid oversampling-undersampling techniques,
i.e., SMOTE-ENN and SMOTE-Tomek, first oversample
the minority class to achieve a very close amount to the
majority class instances, then the majority class instances are
undersampled depending on their cleaning procedure: ENN
and Tomek Links. Thus, they generated datasets with variant
balancing proportions, even turning the ratio to have more
samples of the minority class than those of the majority class.

Specifically, the number of Tomek links in the Spanish
companies’ dataset (after SMOTE oversampling) was 32, so,
after removing those links, the generated balanced dataset
contains 2765 instances for each class. In the Taiwanese
dataset the number of links was 34, thus, the generated dataset
after balancing contains 6565 records for each class, whereas
in the Polish dataset the number of links was just three,
so, the data distribution among classes remains almost the
same. On the other hand, SMOTE-ENN conducts a deeper
data cleaning than SMOTE-Tomek. So, after oversampling,
it removes the instances belonging to different classes when
compared with at least two of their neighbors, that is why
there is a considerable difference in the final data distribution.

Moreover, SMOTE-NC is devoted to balancing datasets
including nominal and continuous attributes, thus, given the
data types in the Spanish, Taiwanese and Polish companies’
datasets, SMOTE-NChas only been used to balance the Span-
ish one, since it contains a mix of categorical and numerical
variables, whereas all the variables in the other datasets are
numerical.

A. EVALUATION METRICS
Several metrics can be used to measure the performance of
any classifier, computed by combining the results obtained in
the confusion matrix (see Table 3) [57]. Four categories are
composing this matrix:

1) True Positives (TP): amount of samples correctly clas-
sified as bankrupt.

2) False Positives (FP): amount of samples incorrectly
classified as bankrupt.

3) True Negatives (TN): amount of samples correctly clas-
sified as solvent.

TABLE 3. The confusion matrix in an output that describes the
performance of each classifier, showing the distribution of correctly
classified and misclassified patterns. True Positives (TP), True Negatives
(TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negatives (FN) are shown.

4) False Negatives (FN): amount of samples incorrectly
classified as solvent.

Thus, since the binary classification accuracy results are
not reliable while the data considered is extremely imbal-
anced (the classifiers always tend to predict the majority class
and ignore the minority class), several metrics have been
computed to make a better judgment about each classifier’s
performance and reliability. These metrics are:

• Accuracy [58]: Performance of the classifier in terms of
assigning the correct class to each instance.

Accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
(13)

• Recall (Sensitivity) [59]: Performance of the classi-
fier regarding assigning each sample/company to the
‘bankrupt’ class (prediction) while it is actually bankrupt
(real status).

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
(14)

• Specificity [59]: Represents the performance of the
classifier assigning every company to the ‘solvent’
class (prediction) while it is actually solvent (real status).

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(15)

• Precision [59]: Performance of the classifier regarding
the ratio of assigning the correct class to each sample.

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
(16)

• Type I error [58]: Also known as False Positive Rate
(FPR). It represents the failure of the classifier to assign
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bankrupt companies to the ‘bankrupt’ class (wrong pre-
diction), while its actual class is ‘bankrupt’ (real status).

Type I error =
FP

TN + FP
= 1− Specificity (17)

• Type II error [58]: Also known as False Negative Rate
(FNR), represents the failure of the classifier in assign-
ing solvent companies to ‘solvent’ class (wrong predic-
tion), while its actual class is ‘solvent’ (real status).

Type II error =
FN

TP+ FN
= 1− Recall (18)

Moreover, while the aim of this study is to predict the
companies’ failure, recall and Type II error are the most
important metrics; they evaluate the performance of the clas-
sifiers regarding classifying and misclassifying the bankrupt
companies. On the other hand, wholly focusing on the predic-
tion of bankruptcy does not describe the real effectiveness of
the classifiers, thus, the remaining metrics are important also
to evaluate their overall performance.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In order to implement the DL methods in this study, we used
tensorflow [51], which is a software library introduced by
Google mainly for DL processing. Also, tensorflow has been
used as a back end for Keras [51], which is an open-source
library framework written in Python adopted to implement
some DL methods. On the other hand, RF, ensemble SVM,
ensemble KNN and AdaBoost have been applied using scikit-
learn module [60]; it is a package in Python programming
language comprising implementations of several supervised
and unsupervised ML algorithms. Furthermore, XGBoost
algorithm has been implemented using xgboost 2 package.
To achieve the highest performance and obtain more reli-

able results from each classifier used in this study, 10-fold
cross-validation has been considered in the datasets. That is,
the data are split randomly into 10 partitions, nine partitions
are used to train the classifier in each iteration, and the
remaining partition is used to test the obtained model. Thus,
10 iterations are performed, using in each of them a different
test partition [61].

C. MAIN HYPERPARAMETERS CONSIDERED
Generally, the performance of any DL or ensemble method
is tightly linked to the appropriate selection of its hyperpa-
rameters values, since some of them have a big effect on
the method learning behavior. Selecting the ideal values of
the hyperparameters highly depend on the problem to solve,
so, they are normally set after an exhaustive experimentation
process. Thus, some of the hyperparameters considered in the
methods are:

1) Learning Rate: it is the most important DL method
hyperparameter used to adapt themodel to the problem.
It is in the range [0.0, 1.0]. Selecting an appropriate

2https://xgboost.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

value to obtain the optimum results is critical: a large
learning rate leads the model to suboptimal solutions,
whereas a too small learning rate extremely increases
the probability of model stagnation.

2) Epoch: is a complete learning cycle of the training data
in the model.

3) Batch Size: normally used in artificial neural networks
(NNs), is the number of instances that pass through the
NN in each epoch, and used to train the model before
updating its internal configuration (the weights).

4) Sigmoid Activation Function: is a popular function
associated with each neuron in the neural networks,
adopted to transform its input data between 0.0 and 1.0
(model output).

5) Dropout: is a regulation technique able to improve the
accuracy (reducing the overfitting problem) by ‘remov-
ing’ some visible or hidden neurons [62].

6) Softmax Activation Function: it is a function that trans-
forms the outputs in a vector of probabilities, the sum
of these probabilities must be up to one. In addition,
it improves the accuracy of the classifiers by increasing
the probability of the selected class at the expense of the
others. Equation 19 presents the softmax formula [63]

f (xi) =
exp(xi)∑
j
exp(xj)

(19)

where xi is an input vector, xj is an output vector and
exp is a standard exponential function.

7) Categorical Cross-Entropy Loss Function: it is a func-
tion that reduces the wrong predictions by calculating
the difference between the classes probabilities gener-
ated by the softmax activation function and the desired
output probability (0,1), this allows the model to mini-
mize its deficiencies by adjusting the weights.

8) AdamOptimizer: is a fast gradient descent optimization
algorithm [64] applied in deep NNs. It also guarantees
more accurate results by updating the model weights
and learning rate during the training.

9) Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) Activation Function: it is
a fast nearly linear function associated normally with
each hidden layer or with the output layer for certain
types of applications, it is used to solve the vanishing
gradient problem during the backpropagation learning
by returning 0 if the input value is less than 0 and the
same value if it is 0 or more, equation 20 shows the
formula of ReLU [63].

f (x) = max(0, x) =

{
xi, if xi ≥ 0
0, if xi < 0

(20)

10) Kernel Function: It is a mathematical operator used
to transform the data into a required form in order to
avoid some complex calculations in the classifiers, and
to improve their performance. Several kernel functions
could be used to enhance the performance of SVM
such as Linear, Polynomial, Sigmoid and Radial Based
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Function (RBF) depending on the data distribution
[53]. In our work, we have used RBF described by the
following formula:

K (x, xi) = exp(−γ ||x − xi||2), γ > 0 (21)

where x and xi are input samples, and γ is a kernel
function parameter.

11) Number of Estimators (N_estimators): defines the
number of base estimators constructing the ensemble
model.

12) Number of Samples (Max_Samples): is the number
of samples to select from the dataset to train in each
estimator, it could be set as a float number in the range
of 0.0 to 1.0 (representing a percentage amount of
samples), or an integer value in the range of 1 to the
total number of samples in the dataset (representing
the exact number of samples to fit in each ensemble’s
estimator).

13) Number of Features (Max_Features): is the number
of features to select from the dataset to train in each
estimator, also it could be set as a float number in the
range of 0.0 to 1.0 (representing a percentage amount
of features), or an integer value in the range of 1 to the
total number of features in the dataset.

14) Nearest Neighbors Parameter (K): it is a parameter
associated with the KNN method, representing the
number of nearest neighbors to select for each sample
in the dataset.

15) BallTree Algorithm: is an algorithm used to search for
the nearest neighbors; it organizes the data according to
distance metric values defined using two points [65].

16) Minkowski Distance: is a metric that measures the
similarity (distance) between two points in the data
according to the following formula:

D(x, y) =
( n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|
1
p

)p
, (22)

where xi and yi are data points, and p is an integer.
The value of p could make Minkowski metric equal
to other metrics, if p = 1 (City block distance),
p = 2 (Euclidean distance) and p = ∞ (Chebyshev
distance) [66].

17) Entropy Criterion: is an impurity measure used to eval-
uate the quality of the data splitting during building the
decision trees, less entropy (impurity) more informa-
tion gain (pure data).

It is important to note that not all these parameters are
considered in every DL and ensemble method applied in our
study. Tables 4 and 5 enumerate the usage and considered
value for each hyperparameter in the DL and in the Ensemble
methods respectively. In the following Section, more details
about the selection of each hyperparameter values are given.

VII. RESULTS
As aforementioned, in binary classification problems, the per-
formance and the reliability of any classifier are dramatically

affected by the data balancing ratio. Furthermore, in case
the data is extremely imbalanced, the classifier tends always
to predict the majority class and somehow ‘ignore’ the
minority class. This behavior gains significant results with
respect to the accuracy, but it yields poor performance regard-
ing the prediction of the minority class. In other words,
the model obtains high accuracy at the expense of the
reliability [4], [10].

Therefore, due to the sensitivity of the DL methods to
the data distribution inconsistency, eight advanced balancing
techniques have been previously applied in this study.

Thus, different datasets have been generated from the
Spanish, Taiwanese and Polish datasets - one per each balanc-
ing method -. Therefore, every classification algorithm has
been tested considering each of the produced datasets.

The following sections present and discuss the results
obtained, analyzing specifically the behavior of each DL
and ensemble method regarding bankruptcy and solvency
misclassification, as well as the effects of each balancing
technique on their outcomes.

A. DBN + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
DBN with 10-folds cross-validation was applied to each
dataset generated using the balancing techniques. Thus, after
several trials of DBN application on the three datasets,
we found that the most appropriate RBM and fine-tuning
learning rates must be set respectively to 0.005 and 0.1 (See
Table 4), also the optimum value of batch size is 40. The
activation function for DBN obtaining the best results in our
work is sigmoid , while dropout was set to 0.2.

The results obtained by DBN applied to the balanced
datasets are shown in Table 6. These are approximately diver-
gent according to the metrics used in this study to evaluate
the performance of all DL and ensemble methods. As it can
be seen, DBN shows higher performance with the simplest
data (i.e., Spanish dataset) than the other dataset used in this
study; more complex data leads to less accuracy, recall and
precision metrics values. The results on the Spanish dataset
are better overall than the results on the Taiwanese and Polish
data, given that the first dataset is ‘the simplest’ one. For the
Polish companies’ dataset (the most complex), DBN mod-
erately misses predicting solvent and bankrupt companies as
stated in recall and specificitymetrics. Looking at the Spanish
companies’ dataset, the use of SMOTE-ENN yields the best
results in combination with DBN regarding accuracy, recall
and type II error, also getting this approach the second-best
precision value. On the other hand, SVM-SMOTE obtained
the complementary best results, i.e., the best specificity, and
type I error. Moreover, ADASYN obtains the best precision,
also gets the second-best in the remaining metrics. In other
words, SMOTE-ENN shows the optimum performance in the
classification of bankrupt companies, whereas SVM-SMOTE
is the best in classifying solvent ones in this dataset.

With respect to the Taiwanese companies’ dataset, again
the combination of SMOTE-ENN and DBN yields the low-
est bankruptcy misprediction. It obtains the best recall and
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TABLE 4. Hyperparameters considered for each DL method, ’X’ or a value indicates the use of the hyperparameter, and ’−’ indicates no use.

TABLE 5. Hyperparameters considered for each ensemble method, ’X’ or a value indicates the use of the hyperparameter, and ’−’ indicates no use.

TABLE 6. The evaluation metrics values yielded by DBN applied to balanced datasets generated by each balancing technique. The first and second-best
results for each metric are marked in boldface, the best value also has gray background.

type II error, while BL-SMOTE is the second-best tech-
nique according to the same two metrics. On the other
hand, SVM-SMOTE yields the lowest solvency mispredic-
tion as stated in specificity and type I error, being ADASYN
the second-best technique. SMOTE-Tomek can be also
remarked, as it obtains the best accuracy and precision, but
very close to SMOTE-ENN and ADASYN methods, respec-
tively.

Regarding the Polish companies’ dataset, SMOTE-ENN
leads DBN to obtain the optimum accuracy, recall, precision
and type II error, and the second-best specificity and type I
error. Thus, this is the best approach overall. However, again
SVM-SMOTE obtains the best results according to the speci-
ficity and type I error.
Generally, the performance of any ML algorithm depends

mainly on the data fitting. Over-fitting yields excellent train-

ing results but poor validation ones, whereas under-fitting
obtains poor training and validation results [67]. Good-fitting
yields relatively close training and validation values. So,
discovering if the DBN model learns adequately is quite
tricky [68]; since the model’s input is just training data. Fig-
ure VII-A illustrates the training loss in the DBN fine-tuning
stage. It specifically shows the loss of the superior combi-
nation of DBN with balancing techniques with respect to
bankruptcy prediction on the three datasets (i.e., DBN +
SMOTE-ENN).

The loss of the DBN on the Spanish and Polish data starts
from 0.6, and decreases until epoch 100, then they are sta-
bilized at around 0.13 and 0.38, respectively. The loss on the
Polish data starts at around 0.5 and stabilizes after epoch 40 at
around 0.22 of loss value. From these curves we can conclude
that the model is not over-fitted, given that the model they
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FIGURE 5. Training loss curves in the DBN fine-tuning stage obtained by
the best combination of DBN with a balancing technique (DBN +
SMOTE-ENN) in the three datasets.

show is not training perfectly (loss values are not very low).
On the other hand, while the input of DBN model is just
training data (no validation curves) it is hard to determine
if the model was under-fitted. To solve this issue, we have
extracted 20 subsets of different sizes from each balanced
dataset generated in this study. For each subset, DBN was
trained and tested using 10-fold cross-validation to trace the
model’s performance with respect to the training and valida-
tion data sizes. Thus, Figure 6 illustrates the DBN model’s
training and validation curves obtained using the best data
balancing technique for predicting bankrupt companies (i.e.,
SMOTE-ENN). As it is shown in the figure, each training
curve is relatively close to the validation curve (both belong
to the same dataset), which shows good-fitting of the Spanish,
Taiwanese and Polish data to the DBN model.

Thus, the firm conclusion extracted from the DBN results
is that utilizing SMOTE-ENN to balance the datasets helps
the DL method to reach the lowest bankruptcy misclassifica-
tion, which is the most relevant prediction in the problem we
are solving.

B. LSTM + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
In this experiment, we applied 4 stacked layers of LSTM on
the datasets generated by the balancing techniques in order
to improve the accuracy of the model outcomes. Moreover,
we have considered the softmax activation function in the out-
put layer, so we previously transformed the class attribute into
two attributes, since using this function gets extremely better
results than considering sigmoid one. In addition, consider-
ing that the class attribute transformed into two attributes,
categorical cross− entropy applied as a loss function. More-
over, after intensive experimentation on LSTM model with

the three datasets, setting the batch size to 15 yielded the best
results.

Besides, Adam optimizer was used to reduce the loss and
to obtain more accurate outcomes by updating the model
weights and learning rate during the training phase.

Looking at the obtained results presented in Table 7, it can
be seen the substantial improvement compared to the previ-
ous experiment with regard to the Polish companies’ dataset.
Thus, applying SMOTE-ENN previously to LSTM, leads to
outperforming the rest of the balancing techniques with the
hardest dataset. This combination obtains the best values
for all the metrics, so, it is the most adequate for classi-
fying both bankrupt and solvent companies in this dataset.
SMOTE-Tomek gets very close results for accuracy, recall,
and type II error metrics (related to bankruptcy prediction),
whereas BL-SMOTE is the second-best regarding specificity,
precision, and type I error (focused on healthy companies
prediction).

In the case of the Spanish companies’ dataset, the roles are
inverted, and SMOTE-Tomek together with LSTM yielded
the best outcomes according to all the metrics. This time
K-Means SMOTE is the second-best also in all the met-
rics, however, SMOTE-ENN gets very close results to these
approaches, even reaching a perfect value for recall and
type II error, as it is also obtained by the two aforementioned
methods.

Regarding the Taiwanese companies’ dataset, the
combination of ADASYN with LSTM shows perfect perfor-
mance regarding predicting the bankrupt companies accord-
ing to recall and type II error, whereas SMOTE obtains the
second-best results in the same case. On the other hand,
the combination of K-means SMOTE with LSTM yields the
best results in the metrics related to the prediction of the
solvent companies, while BL-SMOTE is the second-best.
SMOTE-ENNobtains the best accuracy and precision values.

Moreover, differently than in the previous experiment,
LSTM inputs are training and validation data. Figure 7
illustrates the curves of LSTM training and validation accu-
racy/loss in each epoch, obtained from the best combina-
tions in bankruptcy prediction in the three datasets. The best
fusions of LSTM are with SMOTE-Tomek, ADASYN and
SMOTE-ENN. Thus, the training shows higher accuracy and
lower loss than the validation in all curves, but very close val-
ues showing good-fitting of the LSTM model to the Spanish,
Taiwanese and Polish data.

It is important to note that LSTM results are much better
than DBN ones, obtaining great indicators for all the metrics
in almost all the cases (all the balancing techniques) and in
the three datasets. Thus, for every balanced dataset, LSTM
tends to predict the correct status of the companies accurately
whether they are bankrupt or solvent, with values mostly
above 0.98 and errors close to 0 for almost all the approaches.

C. MLP-6L + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
Following the process of previous experiments, a deep learn-
ing MLP approach with 6 layers, called MLP-6L, has been
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FIGURE 6. Training and validation accuracy curves obtained by the superior combination of DBN with a
balancing technique (i.e., DBN + SMOTE-ENN). The dashed vertical lines indicate the size of the Spanish
dataset (SD), Taiwanese dataset (TD) and Polish dataset (PD).

TABLE 7. Evaluation metrics values yielded by LSTM applied to the different datasets generated after applying each balancing technique. First and
second-best results for each metric are marked in boldface, the best values also have a gray background.

applied to the eight datasets built after applying each one of
the balancing methods. In this case, after exhaustive experi-
mentation on the MLP-6L model, setting the batch size to 15,
and using Adam optimizer yielded the best results. Again,
in this experiment, we have transformed the class attribute
into two attributes in order to use softmax in the output layer,
as it was compared with sigmoid in preliminary tests yielding
much better outputs. However, in the hidden layers, we have
considered Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as the activation
function. In addition, because the class attribute was trans-
formed into two attributes, categorical cross − entropy was
used as loss function.

As it can be seen in Table 8, the results obtained by the
MLP-6L model applied on all the generated datasets are
excellent. Being precise, SMOTE-ENN obtains the best out-
comes for almost all the metrics in all the datasets, just getting
the second-best for solvent-related metrics (specificity and
type I error) in the Taiwanese and Polish companies’ datasets.

In summary, SMOTE-ENN leads the MLP-6L model to
obtain the highest accuracy and lowest bankrupt compa-
nies misclassification rate according to recall and type II
error metrics. Also, the combination of MLP-6L with
SMOTE-ENN obtains the second-best solvent compa-
nies classification and misclassification rates as stated in
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FIGURE 7. Training and validation accuracy/loss curves were obtained by the superior combination of LSTM with a
balancing technique in the three datasets; LSTM + SMOTE-Tomek in the Spanish dataset (SD), LSTM + ADASYN in the
Taiwanese dataset (TD) and LSTM + SMOTE-ENN in the Polish dataset (PD).

TABLE 8. Evaluation metrics values yielded by MLP-6L applied to balanced datasets generated by each balancing technique. First and second-best results
for each metric are marked in boldface, the best value also has gray background.

specificity and type I error. Again, it can be seen the com-
plexity of each dataset, since four approaches are able to
obtain the highest scores (1.0) for somemetrics and the lowest
errors (0) with the Spanish dataset, and three approaches with
Taiwanese dataset, whereas they are close to the maximum
and minimum values, but did not reach them with the Polish
data.

Furthermore, Figure 8 illustrates the curves of train-
ing and validation accuracy/loss obtained from the best
MLP-6L combinations in predicting the companies failure
(MLP-6L + SMOTE-ENN) in the three datasets. As it is
shown in the figure, the validation accuracy and loss are

better than the training ones. On the other hand, the vali-
dation loss shows relatively better performance than in the
previous experiment. Also in this experiment, the training and
validation accuracy/loss curves are very close, which shows
good-fitting of the three datasets to the MLP-6L model.

D. RF + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
This section presents the results on the application of RF,
which is a very effective classifier based on ensembles.
As previously told, this is not a DL approach, but it has been
extensively used in many difficult classification problems in
the literature and obtained excellent results. Thus, after an
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FIGURE 8. Training and validation accuracy/loss curves obtained by the superior combination of MLP-6L with balancing
techniques concerning bankruptcy prediction (MLP-6L + SMOTE-ENN) in the Spanish dataset (SD), Taiwanese dataset (TD)
and Polish dataset (PD).

exhaustive experimentation process with the three datasets,
we found that the most appropriate number of ensemble
model estimators (N_Estimators) is 100; a larger number
causes an increment in the computation time and obtains the
same results, whereas a smaller number of estimators does not
obtain results as good as 100. In the other hand, to fit an entire
bootstrap in each estimator,Max_features andMax_Samples
are set to 1.0. Besides, the trees splitting criterion is entropy
while it yields better results than the other criteria in this
work. Here we have combined this method with the same
eight balancing techniques as the DL approaches and tested
it on the same three datasets.

Table 9 shows the obtained results for RF in conjunction
with the data balancing methods. Thus, the combination of
the classifier with SMOTE-ENN outperforms the rest of the
approaches concerning the prediction of the bankrupt compa-
nies in all the datasets, getting the best recall and type II error,
and also it obtains the best accuracy and the second-best val-
ues for the remaining metrics in the Spanish and Taiwanese
datasets. On the other hand, the combination of the classifier
and K-means SMOTE yields the best results in predicting
the solvent companies in all the datasets, obtaining the best
specificity, precision and type I error.

Furthermore, to trace the performance of the RF model
with respect to the training and validation data sizes, the same
procedure addressed in experiment (VII-A) has been con-
ducted in this experiment as well. In other words, also in
this experiment, from each balanced dataset generated in
this study, 20 subsets of different sizes were extracted, and
then each subset was adopted to train and test RF using
10-fold cross-validation. Figure 9 shows the training and
validation accuracy curves obtained by the best approaches
regarding bankruptcy prediction in the three datasets (RF +
SMOTE-ENN). The best three combinations’ training accu-
racy is equal to 1.0, whereas each validation accuracy curve
is increasing being close to the training curves and showing
that the three datasets good-fitted to RF.

E. ENSEMBLE SVM + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
In this experiment, we have applied SVM to the generated
datasets after balancing. Thus, in order to improve the perfor-
mance of this algorithm, we propose it as an ensemble model
using the bagging technique. The SVM kernel function that
we have used is RBF because it yielded better performance
compared to the other well-known kernel functions (Linear
and Sigmoid) in our problem. Moreover, the most appropri-
ate number of estimators (N_Estimators) is 40, whereas the
Max_features and Max_Samples are set as in the previous
experiment.

As it can be seen in Table 10, the combination of the
ensemble SVM and SMOTE-ENN yields the best perfor-
mance regarding predicting and mispredicting bankrupt com-
panies in the three datasets according to recall and type II
error values, whereas applying K-means SMOTE obtains
the second-best values for the same metrics in the Spanish
data, and the application of BL-SMOTE to the Taiwanese and
Polish companies’ datasets yields the second-best values as
well. On the other hand, K-means SMOTE shows the best
performance with respect to predicting and mispredicting
the solvent companies in all datasets. It obtains the best
values of specificity, precision and type I error. In addition,
K-means SMOTE obtains the highest accuracy values in the
Spanish and Polish companies’ datasets and the second-best
for the Taiwanese one, whereas ADASYN obtains the best
accuracy value on the Taiwanese data. In addition, also in
this experiment, the same procedure addressed in the previous
experiment used to trace the performance of the ensemble
SVM model.

Figure 10 illustrates the training and validation curves
obtained by the best approaches in predicting bankrupt com-
panies in the three datasets (i.e., SVM + SMOTE-ENN).
Thus, different from the previous experiments, the train-
ing and validation values increase along with each other
simultaneously; the validation curves are very close to the
training ones for each approach, which makes us conclude
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TABLE 9. Evaluation metrics values yielded by RF applied to balanced datasets generated by each balancing technique. First and second-best results for
each metric are marked in boldface, the best value also has gray background.

FIGURE 9. Training and validation accuracy curves obtained by the superior combination of RF with a
balancing technique (RF + SMOTE-ENN). The dashed vertical lines indicate the size of the Spanish dataset
(SD), Taiwanese dataset (TD) and Polish dataset (PD).

that the three datasets are good-fitted by the ensemble
SVM model.

F. ENSEMBLE KNN + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
This subsection presents the results obtained by the applica-
tion of KNN to the balanced datasets generated by the eight
balancing techniques. In this experiment, again we proposed
the KNN as an ensemble model using the bagging technique
as was the case in the previous experiment. Thus, the most
proper value of K in the KNN was 5; a lower value increases
the impact of the noise on the classifier’s results, whereas
a higher value increases the computation time and obtained
worse results. In addition, BallTree algorithm has been used
to find the nearest neighbors; it obtains better results than the
other searching algorithms in our datasets. The distance met-

ric used isMinkowski. Moreover, theN_Estimators parameter
was set to 40; a larger number causes an increment in the
computation time and obtains the same results. Also in this
experiment, in order to fit an entire bootstrap in each estima-
tor, Max_features andMax_Samples are set to 1.0.

As it is shown in Table 11, and as in the previous set
of experiments, the combination of the ensemble KNN and
SMOTE-ENNobtained the best recall and type II error values
for the three datasets, i.e., a good bankrupt classification
performance.

Paying attention to each dataset, SMOTE-ENN leads the
ensemble KNN to obtain the best values of all evaluation
metrics in the Spanish companies’ dataset showing that it is
the ideal combination in order to predict the bankrupt and
solvent companies, while the combination with ADASYN
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TABLE 10. Evaluation metrics values yielded by ensemble SVM applied to balanced datasets generated by each balancing technique. The first and
second-best results for each metric are marked in boldface, the best value also has a gray background.

FIGURE 10. Training and validation accuracy curves obtained by the superior combination of ensemble SVM
with a balancing technique (ensemble SVM + SMOTE-ENN). The dashed vertical lines indicate the size of the
Spanish dataset (SD), Taiwanese dataset (TD) and Polish dataset (PD).

yields very close results proving that it could be an adequate
alternative.

Regarding the Taiwanese companies’ dataset, SMOTE-
ENN obtains the best values of accuracy, recall and type II
error, and also the second-best values of the remaining met-
rics. K-means SMOTE shows a great performance regarding
predicting the solvent companies compared to the other bal-
ancing techniques, as it obtains the best specificity, precision
and type I error, and the second-best accuracy.
For the Polish companies’ dataset, again the combination

of ensemble KNN with SMOTE-ENN yields the best results
regarding predicting the bankrupt companies, and shows
that it is the second-best combination to predict the solvent
companies. On the other hand, K-means SMOTE this time

also shows a big improvement in the prediction of solvent
companies.

Furthermore, as explained in the previous experiment,
Figure 11 illustrates the training and validation curves
obtained from the best ensemble KNN and balancing tech-
niques in predicting bankrupt companies in the three datasets
(KNN + SMOTE-ENN). Thus, in this experiment, the train-
ing and validation values also increase along with each other
simultaneously for each approach, thus, the Spanish, Tai-
wanese and Polish data are good-fitted to the ensemble KNN.

G. AdaBoost + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
AdaBoost is an ensemble method based on the boosting
technique that showed better performance than bagging and
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TABLE 11. Evaluation metrics values yielded by ensemble KNN applied to balanced datasets generated by each balancing technique. The first and
second-best results for each metric are marked in boldface, the best value also has a gray background.

FIGURE 11. Training and testing accuracy curves obtained by the superior combination of ensemble KNN
with a balancing technique (ensemble KNN + SMOTE-ENN) in the three datasets. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the size of the Spanish dataset (SD), Taiwanese dataset (TD) and Polish dataset (PD).

standard classifiers in the classification using imbalanced
datasets. In a previous study considered the Spanish compa-
nies’ dataset [46], applying AdaBoost on the dataset without
resampling or Feature Selection obtained the highest recall
value (0.6) compared to the other classifiers. That value is still
relatively low, but it significantly improved later after apply-
ing the balancing techniques. In this subsection, we present
the results obtained by AdaBoost method applied to the
generated datasets after balancing. Thus, in this experiment,
the most appropriate number of estimators (N_Estimators) is
50, whereas Max_features and Max_Samples are set to 1.0
in order to fit the entire data in each estimator. In addition,
Entropy has been used to measure the quality of data splitting
during building the decision trees.

In Table 12, it can be seen the significant impact of
K-means SMOTE on the AdaBoost regarding predicting the
bankrupt and solvent companies in the Taiwanese and Polish
datasets. It shows a considerable improvement in the metrics
values compared to the rest of the balancing techniques.
In the Taiwanese dataset, the second-best results in predicting
bankrupt companies have been obtained by using SMOTE-
ENN, and BL-SMOTE in the Polish companies’ dataset.

Regarding the Spanish companies’ dataset, ADASYN
leads AdaBoost to the minimum bankruptcy misclassifica-
tion; it obtains the best recall and type II error, and the
second-best accuracy. On the other hand, in the Spanish
dataset also, K-means SMOTE shows the optimum perfor-
mance with respect to predicting the solvent companies; it
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TABLE 12. Evaluation metrics values yielded by AdaBoost applied to balanced datasets generated by each balancing technique. The first and second-best
results for each metric are marked in boldface, the best value also has a gray background.

obtains the best specificity, precision and type I error values.
Furthermore, SMOTE-ENN produces close values to the best
results, it obtains the best accuracy and the second-best values
for the rest of the metrics. Figure 12 shows the training and
validation curves obtained by the best approaches concerning
bankruptcy prediction in all datasets, which are AdaBoost
in conjunction with ADASYN for the Spanish data, and
AdaBoost in conjunction with K-means SMOTE for the Tai-
wanese and Polish data. The figure shows that AdaBoost fits
small training data better than larger one; there is an inverse
correlation between the training accuracy and the data size.
On the other hand, the validation accuracy is relatively the
same for all data sizes, specifically, with the Taiwanese and
Polish data. Also in this experiment, the training curves are
close to the validation ones, showing that the datasets are
well-fitted by AdaBoost.

From this experiment, we can conclude that using K-means
SMOTE as a preprocessing stage for the AdaBoost method
incredibly improves its performance regarding predicting
both classes, i.e., bankruptcy and solvency, in the numeric
datasets (Taiwanese and Polish datasets).

H. XGBoost + BALANCING TECHNIQUES
This subsection presents the last experiment, carried out to
find the most appropriate combination of classification algo-
rithm XGBoost which is another boosting-based ensemble
method, with the balancing approaches. XGBoost has also
shown a higher performance in the imbalanced data classifi-
cation compared to the other standard and ensemble methods
[69], but as in the case of AdaBoost, using the balancing

techniques significantly improves the classification perfor-
mance. Thus, as in the previous experiment, the optimum
number of estimators (N_Estimators) is 50, and also the entire
data was fitted in each estimator by settingMax_features and
Max_Samples to 1.0.

Table 13 shows the results achieved by the XGBoost
method with each balancing technique. SMOTE-ENN sur-
passed the rest of the techniques in predicting the bankrupt
companies (on the three datasets), while K-means SMOTE is
the optimum to predict the solvent companies in all datasets
also. Paying attention to the Spanish companies’ dataset,
as before, the conjunction of SMOTE-ENN with XGBoost
gets the best accuracy, recall and type II error, whereas
SMOTE-NC and SMOTE-Tomek obtain the second-best
recall and type II error. In addition, again K-means SMOTE
yields the best specificity, precision and type I error, while
BL-SMOTE achieves the second-best values for the same
metrics. Also, in the Taiwanese companies’ dataset, the con-
junction with SMOTE-ENN leads the XGBoost model to
make the best bankrupt companies prediction in comparison
with the other balancing techniques. Thus, it gets the best
accuracy, recall and type II error, and the second-best values
for the remaining metrics.

In addition, the outperforming balancing techniques
applied to the Polish companies’ dataset are the same
used with Spanish and Taiwanese ones (SMOTE-ENN and
K-means SMOTE), the second-best recall and type II error
are obtained by SMOTE, while SVM-SMOTE yields the
second-best specificity and type I error. In other words,
SMOTE-ENN could be considered as the more adequate
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FIGURE 12. Training and validation accuracy curves obtained by the superior combination of AdaBoost with
a balancing technique; AdaBoost + ADASYN in the Spanish dataset (SD), and AdaBoost + K-means SMOTE
in the Taiwanese dataset (TD) and Polish dataset (PD). The dashed vertical lines indicate the size of the SD,
TD and PD.

TABLE 13. Evaluation metrics values yielded by XGBoost applied to balanced datasets generated by each balancing technique. The first and second-best
results for each metric are marked in boldface, the best value also has a gray background.

preprocessing stage before applying XGBoost aiming to pre-
dict the bankruptcy situation, whereas K-means SMOTE is
the best to predict the solvent companies.

Furthermore, Figure 13 illustrates the training and valida-
tion accuracy curves obtained by the superiors XGBoost and
balancing techniques combinations concerning bankruptcy
prediction in all datasets (XGBoost + SMOTE-ENN). Thus,
the same as experiment (VII-D) curves, all approaches train-
ing curves are equal to 1.0, and the validation curves are less,
but increasing being close to the training ones. Also in this
experiment, the three datasets good-fitted to the XGBoost
model.

I. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
This section aims to clarify the findings of the experiments
conducted.

Firstly, we present a visual representation of all metrics
values obtained by each combination of classifier and bal-
ancing technique addressed in this study, and applied to the
Spanish, Taiwanese and Polish companies’ datasets in the
Figures 14, 15 and 16, respectively, where it can be seen
the high values reached by almost all the methods in most
of the metrics (very low errors also). Just DBN shows a
lower performance overall, with a noticeable variation of the
metrics values obtained.
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FIGURE 13. Training and validation accuracy curves obtained by the superior combination of XGBoost with a
balancing technique; XGBoost + SMOTE-ENN in the three datasets. The dashed vertical lines indicate the
size of the Spanish dataset (SD), Taiwanese dataset (TD) and Polish dataset (PD).

FIGURE 14. Accuracy, recall, specificity, precision, type I and type II error obtained by all the methods on the Spanish companies’ dataset.

The reason is DBN was designed mainly to process a
different type of data than those considered in this study,
i.e., images; since it was focused on image and pattern clas-
sification [42], [70], [71].

MLP-6L, LSTM, RF and XGBoost in conjunction with
every balancing technique stand out with high efficiency
regarding predicting companies’ financial status. In other
words, the evaluation metrics values obtained by these algo-
rithms applied on the Spanish companies’ dataset are excel-
lent: accuracy and recall metric values exceeded 0.99, while
type I error is around 0.01, and type II error is very close
to 0.0 most of times. Thus, these methods yield very low
bankruptcy and solvency misclassification.

Moreover, ensemble SVM, ensemble KNN and AdaBoost
show good performance regarding predicting the bankrupt
companies in the Spanish dataset, ensemble SVM achieved
accuracy and recall metric values exceeded 0.96. Ensem-
ble KNN shows significant performance in predicting the
bankrupt companies, it obtains recall around 1.0 for all the

balancing techniques, but not high specificity as much as the
other classifiers. Also, AdaBoost proved that it could be a
competitor in predicting bankruptcy with accuracy and recall
exceeded 0.98.

In order to select the best approach to address the
bankruptcy prediction problem, nowwe present a comparison
of all the best combinations between classifiers + data bal-
ancing techniques, according to the obtained results for each
of them previously described in Sections VII-A to VII-H.
These are summarized in Table 14, which shows the evalu-
ation metrics values obtained by the best approaches.

As it can be seen in the table, SMOTE-ENN is the best
data balancing method applied to the Spanish companies’
dataset, and just in two cases other algorithms reach better
results: SMOTE-Tomek and ADASYN. The combination of
MLP-6L with SMOTE-ENN shows the highest performance
in predicting both the bankrupt and solvent companies, but
the combination of RF and SMOTE-ENN obtains very close
results.
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FIGURE 15. Accuracy, recall, specificity, precision, type I and type II error obtained by all the methods on the Taiwanese companies’ dataset.

FIGURE 16. Accuracy, recall, specificity, precision, type I and type II error obtained by all the methods on the Polish companies’ dataset.

With respect to the Taiwanese companies’ dataset, due
to the increment of its complexity compared to the Span-
ish one, it is expected that the extra load on the classifier
could affect its performance whether decrease bankruptcy,
solvency prediction or both. Thus, the increase of the com-
plexity nearly imperceptibly affected the performance of
MLP-6L andXGBoost concerning the estimation of bankrupt
companies, and shows a noticeable affection in all metrics
of the remaining classifiers. Furthermore, also in this dataset,
the combination of MLP-6L with SMOTE-ENN outperforms
the other combinations in predicting the bankrupt and sol-
vent companies with the best values of all metrics. The
combinations of LSTM + ADASYN and ensemble KNN +
SMOTE-ENN obtain the best results concerning predict the

bankrupt companies, both combinations got the same values
of recall and type II error obtained by the superior combina-
tion (MLP-6L + SMOTE-ENN).
Regarding the Polish companies’ dataset, it is the most

complex one in this study, with this data also, MLP-6L with
a data preprocessing stage using SMOTE-ENN is the best
approach to classify the bankrupt companies reaching the best
accuracy, recall and type II error, whereas the combination
of ensemble SVMwithK-means SMOTE shows the optimum
performance in predicting the solvent companies.

However, from this summary, we can conclude that
SMOTE-ENN shows significant performance with most of
the classifiers no matter the data complexity. The combina-
tion ofMLP-6L with SMOTE-ENN obtains the best bankrupt
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TABLE 14. Results of the outperforming classifiers + balancing techniques combinations according to the considered metrics. Best results for each metric
are marked in boldface and gray background. The second-best value is just in boldface.

companies classification in all the datasets according to the
accuracy, recall and type II error. Also, yields the best solvent
companies prediction in the Spanish and Polish companies,
whereas ensemble SVMwith K-means SMOTEwere the best
in the Polish one.

Furthermore, the aforementioned summary is basedmainly
on the outperforming combinations of classifiers and bal-
ancing techniques in predicting bankruptcy (the aim of this
study). The real superior combinations in predicting the sol-
vent companies are K-means SMOTE with RF, ensemble
SVM and ensemble KNN in the Spanish, Taiwanese and
Polish datasets, respectively.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE OF THE ART
Once we have tested the DL and ensemble methods together
with the data balancing techniques, we aim now to compare
the most effective ones with previous algorithms/results of
the state of the art working with the same datasets considered
in this study.

First, focusing on the Spanish companies’ dataset, Table 15
presents a comparison between the best approach selected in
this work (MLP-6L+ SMOTE-ENN) and the best algorithms
or combinations found in five previous works, namely: [4],
[5], [7], [36], [46]. In [4], the superior classifier was RF
applied to the Spanish dataset balanced using a technique
based on dividing the dataset into subsets, which were bal-
anced using a simple oversampling approach. In [7], sev-
eral balancing techniques were utilized in order to solve the
data inconstancy problem as a preprocessing stage before
applying C4.5 classifier. SMOTE-ENN balancing technique
outperformed all the rest of the balancing techniques. In addi-
tion, in [5], combining simple DLR status space with MLP

obtained the best results compared with other classifiers. Just
SMOTEwas applied to solve the data inconsistency problem.
Whereas, in [46], the combination of SMOTE and AdaBoost
ensemble methods utilizing Reduced Error Pruning Tree
(REPT), yielded the best results compared with other basic
and ensemble classifiers. It also outperformed the results of
using this combination with five different Feature Selection
approaches. Finally, in [36], the combination of RF with
a Cost-Sensitive Classification (CSC) method outperformed
many other ensemble and cost-sensitive methods.

Common metrics computed in all the studies are consid-
ered in Table 15. As it can be seen in the table, the outputs
obtained byMLP-6L+ SMOTE-ENN clearly outperform the
rest of the results obtained by previous approaches, regard-
ing the bankruptcy prediction and misprediction, according
to accuracy, recall and type II error metrics. Our tested
approach outperformed even the most promising approaches
proposed in our most recent paper in this scope [36].

The second comparison will be focused on the Taiwanese
dataset, which is more complicated than the Spanish one.
Here we compare the performance of the superior com-
bination of classifier and balancing techniques applied to
the Taiwanese dataset in this study with the best approach
addressed in [48]. In that work, the authors proved that com-
bining the Financial Ratios (FRs) and Corporate Governance
Indicators (CGIs) improves the classifiers’ performance in
predicting Taiwanese companies’ financial status. Moreover,
five Feature Selection approaches were compared for reduc-
ing data dimensionality after this combination. Thus, SVM
with Stepwise Discriminant Analysis (SDA) Feature Selec-
tion method to the combination of FRs and CGIs (FC)
obtained the best results. Table 16 shows the results of
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TABLE 15. Best accuracy, recall and type II error metrics values obtained in this and previous studies on the Spanish companies’ dataset. Best values are
marked in gray background and boldface.

TABLE 16. Best accuracy, recall, specificity, type I error and type II error metrics values obtained in this and previous study on the Taiwanese companies’
dataset. Best values are marked in gray background and boldface.

TABLE 17. AUC metric values for all the approaches of this study and a previous one from the state of the art on the Polish companies’ dataset. Best
values are marked in gray background and boldface.

SVM + SDA-FC applied to the Taiwanese dataset, and the
best approach used in this study. As it can be seen in the table,
MLP-6L+ SMOTE-ENN yields much better results than the
best approach in the previous study.

The final comparison is focused on the Polish companies’
dataset. We compare the best results obtained by all the
approaches tested here with the algorithm proposed in [47],
where the authors compared the performance of several
classifiers and regression methods with a novel approach
that utilizes Extreme Gradient Boosting (EXGB) for learn-
ing an ensemble of decision trees in order to predict com-
panies’ financial status. Moreover, EXGB is widely used
in Kaggle competitions3 on classification problems. Thus,
the results found in [47] outperformed all the referenced
methods there, regarding the prediction of companies’ finan-
cial status. In their study, they divided the dataset into five
subsets depending on the years.

Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) is the only metric used
to evaluate the classification and regression models’ perfor-
mance. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve [72]
is a graph showing the performance of classifiers and regres-
sion models by means of a series of thresholds. In the case
of binary classification, there is only one threshold value.
Equation 23 represents the AUC formula:

AUC =
1
2

(
TP

TP+ FN
+

TN
TN + FP

)
(23)

Thus, in order to compare the methods, we computed the
AUC value for all the DL and RF methods considered in this
study together with the data balancing techniques. Table 17

3https://www.kaggle.com/competitions

shows the results of this metric for all the approaches and the
one in [47].

As it can be seen, LSTM, MLP-6L, RF and XGBoost,
combined with all the balancing techniques, and ensemble
SVM, ensemble KNN and AdaBoost in conjunction with
just K-means SMOTE, get better results than the EXGB
algorithm. Thus, again MLP-6L+ SMOTE-ENN reaches the
best metric performance beating in almost four points the
state of the art method.

Accordingly, the firm conclusion extracted from the com-
parison results is that the superior approach adopted to predict
companies’ financial failure in this study (i.e., MLP-6L +
SMOTE-ENN) outperformed the other approaches addressed
in the state of the art with the same Spanish, Taiwanese, and
Polish companies’ datasets.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has addressed companies’ financial status clas-
sification problem using three DL algorithms, three bag-
ging ensemble and two boosting ensemble classification
methods. As DL algorithms, the Deep Belief Network
(DBN), Multi-Layer Perceptron with 6 layers (MLP-6L),
and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) have been cho-
sen. The bagging ensemble classifiers are Random For-
est (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN); and the boosting ensemble classifiers are
ADaptive boost (AdaBoost) and Extreme Gradient Boosting
(XGBoost).

A difficult and very imbalanced problem is faced in this
work, using three different datasets: A Spanish companies’
dataset, which was provided by Infotel company, a Tai-
wanese companies’ dataset, collected from Taiwan economic
journal, and a Polish companies’ dataset, collected from the
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Emerging Markets Information Service (EMIS). In order to
cope with this problem, three types of balancing techniques
have been utilized, namely: oversampling (SMOTE, Border-
line SMOTE, SMOTE-NC, SVM-SMOTE and ADAYSN),
oversampling+undersampling (SMOTE-ENN and SMOTE-
Tomek); and clustering-based balancing (K-means SMOTE),
so eight data resampling methods have been combined with
the classifiers.

Several metrics have been considered (in addition to the
classical accuracy) to properly measure the performance of
each classification method applied to each balanced dataset.
After extensive experiments were done, and according to the
evaluation metrics, MLP-6L applied to the datasets generated
using SMOTE-ENN balancing technique obtained the best
results regarding predicting companies’ financial failure.

Indeed SMOTE-ENN was the mutual superior balancing
technique for all DL methods leading them to reach the
lowest bankruptcy misclassification. The best DL approaches
have been compared with state of the art methods applied by
other authors to the same datasets, outperforming the results
previously obtained.

For future work, we will study how to improve the DL
methods, by fine-tuning their parameter values, for instance
by means of meta-optimization applying Evolutionary Algo-
rithms.Wewill considermore complex datasets related to this
problem as well as to other classification problems. We also
aim to develop a specialized new data balancing technique,
in order to handle the problem of data distribution inconsis-
tency more efficiently.
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